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Abstract
In this paper, we study the effect of systematic shifts in product attribute levels on consumer
choice consistency. We propose the size of the random error component in the consumer
utility function as a measure of choice consistency: the smaller the random error component,
the higher choice consistency. To capture this effect, we estimate a heteroscedastic logit
model that incorporates the impact of (i) attribute level differences, and (ii) absolute attribute
levels on the unexplained variance in the consumer utility function. An empirical illustration
of the model is presented in a conjoint choice study that explores the impact of vaziations in
product price differences and absolute product prices on consumer choice consistency.
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Abstract
In this paper, we study the effect of systematic shifts in product attribute levels on consumer
choice consistency. We propose the size of the random enor component in the consumer
utility function as a measure of choice consistency: the smaller the random error component,
the higher choice consistency. To capture this effect, we estimate a heteroscedastic logit
model that incorporates the impact of (i) attribute level differences, and (ii) absolute attribute
levels on the unexplained variance in the consumer utility function. An empirical illustration
of the model is presented in a conjoint choice study that explores the impact of variations in
product price differences and absolute product prices on consumer choice consistency.
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Introduction

The effectiveness of strategic changes in marketing mix vaziables depends to a lazge

extent on the consistency with which consumers make choices in the mazket. If consumer

choices are mostly random (e.g., `toss a coin'), even attractive product' offers may be

unsuccessful; on the other hand, if consumer choices with respect to marketing mix variables

aze highly systematic, even small product features changes may have dramatic effects (e.g., a

small price change in a staple commodity).

Therefore, insights gleaned from reseazch exploring the factors that influence

consumer choice consistency may be useful to mazketing managers in many ways. For

example, understanding the mechanisms that drive consumer choice consistency may provide

better insights into the working of consumer mazkets, and mazketing strategies may be more

successful if consumer preference aze understood more precisely. Also, consumers needs and

wants may be met more accurately by producers if consumer choice processes are understood

at a more detailed level. Finally, market reseazch may be conducted more efficiently if

consumer choices can be measured more consistently.

Random Utility Theory (RUT) offers a conceptual framework for understanding

choice consistency. Although RUT acknowledges the fact that both structural and random

variance components play a role in determining consumer choice probabilities, relatively little

research effort has been directed at understanding possible causes of random variation in

consumer choice (e.g., Swait and Louviere 1993, Allenby and Ginter 1995). In this paper we

attempt to redress this lack of reseazch attention by taking a modest step to develop this

research area further by proposing and testing a model that demonstrates that the behavior of

the random component can be studied and modeled in a meaningful way. In particulaz, we

focus on whether and how variations in attribute levels can affect consumer choice
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consistency as measwed by the size of the unexplained variance (or random error) component

in the consumer utility function. We propose a functional framework to model the impact of

both absolute attribute levels and attribute level differences on the level of unexplained

variance in consumer choice models. Further, we demonstrate in an empirical illustration that

choice consistency may vary as price level differences between products vary, and as the

absolute price level ofa product varies.

1. A model of attribute-level based choice consistency

Canceptualbackground

Let us define choice consistency in the context of the random utility theory framework

we apply in this study. Assume that consumers pwchase those products that provide them

with the highest utility. The utility of a product is described as a function of the product's

characteristics as well as a random error component that captwes unexplained variance in the

consumer utility function ( e.g., McFadden 1981). This utility function is expressed as:

Uij-~ijXj te{j (1)

where, e{j represents the stochastic component of consumer i's utility for product j, and ~lj

and Xj are a vector of part-worth utilities and product attributes respectively.

Traditionally, the random error component in consumer utility is included because all

possible explanatory vaziables cannot be incorporated in the model (e.g., omitted product

characteristics, individual characteristics or context effects). However, we extend the

interpretation of this component to include the fact that the consistency of consumer

preferences andlor the way in which they express their preferences in the choices that they

make may vary from situation to situation. For example, depending on the occasion,

consumers may be more or less consistent in their choice of clothing that they weaz, the food
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they eat, or activities that they undertake. These changes in consistency may lead to different

levels of random error in the choices that consumers make and thus would appear as different

levels ofvaziation in the error component sj~.

Ow specific interest in the impact of attribute level variations on consumer choice

consistency differences in consumer choice models stems largely from previous research and

in particular from the following two considerations:

(i) First, there has been considerable research investigating the effects of choice

altemative similarity. This research suggests that levels of random error in consumer

choices decline as alternatives become more similar (e.g., Ben-Akiva and Lerman

1985 p. 285, Meyer and Johnson 1995, Shugan 1980). This result may be explained

by the fact that altematives that are more similar also share a larger number of

unobserved components (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985) andlor are easier to compare

(Shugan 1980). Therefore, more consistent choices should be observed between

altematives that are more similaz.

(ii) Secondly, previous studies have found that task complexity and context factors can

lead to attribute saliency differences in decision making, as well as to differences in

consumer information integration processes (e.g., Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1992).

In particular, Swait and Adamowicz (1996) recently found differences in choice task

composition were associated with differences in the random error component in choice

models estimated from these tasks. This latter finding suggests that decision quality

changes with increased task complexity. If vaziations in attribute level differences

from choice scenario to scenario result in some scenarios being perceived to be more

complex than others, this may lead to differences in consumer choice consistency.
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Model

To capture these effects, we develop the following random utility modeL Given the utility

function described in equation 1, we wish to model the probability that consumer i purchases

a product j from the total set of competing products J. The latter is equal to the probability

that the utility ofj is higher than the utility of the competing products j' s J, expressed as

fol lows:

PGIJ~-P~~ AyX~te~~~~ Q„X~ te~~~ dÍ~~j, j~EJ (2)

Thus, the probability that a product is purchased depends on both the structural utility

component Q1jXj and the random component elj. As the magnitude of the random erzor

component inereases, choice probabilities move towazd equality; as it decreases, choice

probabilities diverge and the choice process becomes more deterministic.

Let us first consider the familiaz multinomial logit (MNL) model. MNL assumes that

the error tenns in the consumer utility function are independently and identically distributed

(IID) as Gumbel variates (e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985), which leads to the following

closed form expression for the probabilities:

p~IJI- exp~~l3qX~~
1 ~exp .i~y. X~.

(3)

where .~ is a scale parameter inversely related to the standazd deviation of the Gumbel erzor

distribution underlying the model ( Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985), and all other components

are as previously defined. In any one data set, ~, cannot be uniquely identified; hence, only

the combined effect of A and ~can be estimated ( Swait and Louviere 1993). Thus, .1 typically

is (azbitrarily) set by the analyst to a value ofone (e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985, p. 71).
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The MNL model cannot capture variations in choice consistency (defined as variations

in the random error component), hence we propose the following heteroscedastic logit

specification to capture the effect of attribute level and attribute level difference on the level

of choice consistency:

P~IJ1- exp~.i.~S1 ~~yXi~ (4)
I ~exp.l S~ ,B,t.Xt.

The scale pazameter, .i, is now a function of the pazameter vector S~, which can describe

product, context and individual characteristics. For [he purposes of this study, we express .i

as a function of attribute level difference and absolute attribute level:

~, -f(attribute level difj'erence, attribute leve!) (5)

-1 t Y,Se.d, t Yrs.m.

The intercept is set at the normally assumed value of 1, and y, and y, aze vectors of parameters

in the scale function that indicate the impact of all relevant attribute level differences Sa,m. and

absolute attribute levels S,m on the unexplained variance in the model. .i can be interpreted as

a measure ofchoice consistency that incorporates the effect ofattribute level variations.

This leads to the following fonnal definition of the probability model':

P~IJl- exp~~l fYiSed,, fYzSd,.~~pXt~
I ~exP ~l f Y~Sm,~. f YzS~,~.~Ig,t.Xt,

(6)

Depending on the variation in choice situations one intends to study and the mazket

scenarios one wants to simulate, the model can be extended to incorporate multiple attribute

levels in the variance component.

The model in equation (6) can be estimated using the method of full information

maximum likelihood (FIML) by maximizing the log-likelihood of the model simultaneously
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with respect to the structural parameters ~i and the parameters y in the scale function .i

(Allenby and Ginter, 1995 suggest an alternative estimation method).

2. Illustration for the impact of price-level on choice consistency

Method

We illustrate the estimation and testing of the model in an empirical study in which a

convenience sample of 204 tourists completed a conjoint choice task that involved choices

among bus excursions from a particulaz tourism destination. The study focused on absolute

price level and price level differences to illustrate the impact that attribute level variation may

have on consumer choice consistency. Respondents were US owners of time-share apartment

units in a Mexican holiday complex. The survey task was part of a larger survey on customer

satisfaction and interests that was sent to all time-shaze owners of the complex. Respondents

were asked to make choices in a number of hypothetical choice scenarios. Each scenario

described choices between two bus touts and a base alternative ofnot going on the tours.

Price level differences were varied in three scenarios (equal prices, á15 price

difference, and S45 price difference). Within each price level difference scenario, prices of

the excursions were varied over two levels. A total of four different price levels were used

(á25, 540, S55 and ~70). Equal price scenarios were presented at á40 and á55; á15 price

difference scenarios were presented in choices between ~40 and ~55 excursions, and ~45 price

difference scenarios were presented in choices between á25 and á70 excursions. Four other

attributes were also used to describe the tours: type of excursion destination (urban, n~ral),

travel time (half-hour, one hour), duration (half a day, full day) and lunch (included, not
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included). All other attributes varied identically across all three pricing scenazios to prevent

possible inter-attribute correlations that could affect unobserved variance along with price.

A fractional factorial 2'"Z design in eight profiles was combined with its fold-over to

create choice sets for each of the three price level difference scenarios. Thus, 24 total choice

sets were created (3 price level differences x 8 choice sets). Respondents were randomly

assigned to a price level scenazio and responded to 8 choice sets each. They also received one

practice choice set as their first choice scenario.

Results

Model estimates (including estimates for the impact of price level and price difference

on choice consistency) are reported in Table 1. Increases in absolute price level and price

level differences both had a negative effect on consumer choice consistency. These

parameters in Table 1 are inversely related to the unexplained variance in the consumer choice

model, such that the higher the value of A., the smaller the magnitude of the random

component, and therefore the higher the choice consistency.

The rho-squared value for the model indicated that it fit well by conventional

standards for disaggregate choice models (0.178). Both price effects influenced choice

consistency significantly at the 0.95 confidence level, and both higher price level differences

and higher absolute price levels lead to greater unexplained model variance. As well, all

structural utility attribute effects were significant, including the lineaz and quadratic price

main effects. The negative quadratic price effect indicates that consumer price sensitivity

became stronger as price increased; hence, very high prices were relatively less acceptable

than moderate prices.

-INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE-
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The observed shifts in consistency can be explained as follows'. From the perspective

of possible similarities between altematives, choices between altematives that were more

similar in price may have been regarded by consumers to be choices between alternatives that

were more similar overall. If this explanation is approximately true, then alternatives that

were more similaz in price also should have been regarded as more similar in other

unobserved attributes. In tum, this chazacteristic implies that consistency should be higher for

choices between similarly priced alternatives and lower for choices between differently priced

alternatives. Likewise, the similarity between the utility of the product under consideration

and the base alternative (ie, `none'), may become smaller as absolute price levels increases,

because there would be fewer cognitively shazed unobserved attributes between the expensive

product under consideration and the average utility ofalternative consumption opportunities.

From the perspective of choice task difficulty, price related differences in consistency

might indicate differences in complexity between consumer choice processes. At one

extreme, if prices between competing products are identical, consumers only need to compare

the utilities of compe[ing products and select the most attractive. However, as price level

differences grow lazger, trade-offs between product benefits and costs may become hazder to

make, because more comparisons have to be made between price and other attributes. This

increase in the number of comparisons made may increase the complexity of consumer

decisions. In the latter case, lower consistency (i.e., increased levels of unexplained variance)

in consumer choice models might occur. Likewise, as absolute price levels increase, trade-

offs between products and the composite good might become hazder to make because utility

benefits of the products under consideration less clearly outweigh their costs. The latter effect

should not be confused with, and in fact is counter to, a price main effect that indicates that in

the (extreme) case of an excessively high price, a product always will be rejected.
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Model comparison

For comparison purposes, we also estimated a simple MNL model, the results of which are

presented in Table 2. An analysis of the simple MNL model relative to the proposed

(heteroscedastic logit) model revealed that inclusion of the scale correction pazameters had

significant and interesting effect on the model estimates, both in terms of the pazameter values

themselves and their significance levels. In particulaz, consider the quadratic price effect - it

was no[ significant in the simple MNL model, but was quite significant in the hetetoscedastic

model. T'his difference can be explained by the fact that the price level effect in ~, works

opposite to the quadratic price effect. As price becomes more extreme, it has a lazger negative

effect on consumer utility through the quadratic price effect; however, the level of

unexplained variance in choices also increases, which results in more homogenous choice

probabilities. These two effects compensate for each other in the simple MNL model. The

linear price effect was much more significant in the simple MNL model, but the relative

impact of the non-price variables was approximately the sarne in both models.

-INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE-

3 Couclusion and Discussion

The objective of this paper was to propose and test a simple model of attribute level driven

variations in choice consistency in consumer choice models. Our empirical findings support

and extend previous results in two ways by suggesting that: i) choice models should take

choice consistency differences into account, which in tum suggests that such specifications

aze worthy of more detailed theoretical and empirical research to develop a further
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understanding of the causes of these effects and in particular the relative effects of various

attributes; and ii) previous findings related to the similarity of alternatives and choice task

difficulty also appeaz to apply to the effects of attribute levels. The latter is consistent with

the results of Swait and Adamowicz (1996), who studied the impact of conjoint choice task

complexity on unexplained vaziance in consumer choice processes.

Some of the managerial implications of our results are as follows: i) Market leaders

and manufacturers ofproducts with cleaz functional advantages may wish to consider pricing

strategies that reduce randomness in consumer choices because they will benefit if consumers

make more consistent and accurate choices. Our results suggest that such firms would be

served best by maintaining an average market price perceived as relatively low by most

consumers and that does not difFer much from the prices of other brands. ii) On the other

hand, for managers competing against strong market leaders or promoting very new and

unfamiliar products or brands, our results suggest that they probably would benefit from more

randomness in consumer choices in the short term (if their products aze distributed sufficiently

widely). Therefore, minor or unfamiliaz brands may be able to increase share when

consistency in consumer choices increases because our results suggest that for these brands,

high average mazket prices combined with increased price level differences between

competitors would be more beneficial. However, in interpreting these findings it is important

to keep in mind that our results only relate to the choice consistency consequences of pricing

decisions, and that in real-world mazketing decisions other factors such as product supply

structures and long-term image considerations also can influence retail pricing decisions.

We hope that this study may stimulate further interest in the more general question of

choice consistency and the predictability of consumer choices across different contexts. The

latter question is relevant to research in behavioral decision making (Payne, Bettman and
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Johnson 1992), and also has implications for more traditional econometric choice modeling

applications. Marketing researchers and marketing managers also stand to benefit from new

insights and modeling technology associated with reseazch in this area. In order for progress

to occur, however, there is a need to develop an adequate understanding of the factors that

af~ect contexts in which consumer choice processes can be well-approximated by linear

additive utility models and when consumer choice processes should exhibit more or less

randomness. We also need research directed towazds understanding the factors that drive

differences in choice consistency between concepts, product categories, data collection

instruments, etc. Recently, Louviere and Swait (1996) demonstrated that unexplained

variance differences can account for differences in previously disparate and unrelated research

streams. Thus, there is reason to be optimistic that this area of research can provide important

new insights into mechanisms that underlie choice behavior.
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Table 1 Model estimates including variations in consistency ( heteroscedastic logit)

Variable Parameter s.d. t-value

Intercept -2.563 0.624 -4.1
Price -0.127 0.040 -4.7
Price-squared -0.496 0.161 -3.1
Excursion type -1.432 0.304 -4.7
Travel time -0.006 0.003 -2.0
Duration -0.198 0.104 -1.9
Lunch included 0.64I 0.148 4.3

l-íunction (consistency variation)
Price difference -0.022 0.003 -8.1
Price (absolute) -0.009 O.OOS -2.0

McFadden's rho-squared (AIC): 0.178
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Table 2 Model estimates not including variations in consistency (sirople multinomial
logit)

Variable Parameter s.d. t-value
Intercept -0.990 0.050 -19.8
Price -0.031 0.003 - I 1.4
Price-squared -0.034 0.021 -1.6
Excursion type -0.635 0.038 -16.4
Travel time -0.003 0.001 -2.2
Duration -0.016 0.035 -0.5
Lunch included 0.282 0.035 8.0

McFadden's rho-squared (AIC): 0.164
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